Schedule a
FREE Demo
Now
Check out how Fujitsu
Interactive Panel and
Computer products
e� fectively transform the
way you work! Fujitsu o� fers
FREE demonstration to
organizations in Hong Kong.

Simplify your conference and meeting rooms
Launch a call on the display from your own device
With Fujitsu Collaboration Board, the only thing you need to start a
video call on the main screen is your phone.
Wirelessly connect your phone to the screen, launch the call and
that’s it. You don’t have to touch the Collaboration Board, tap on a
tabletop console or even get o� f your seat.

Totally Locked down, Safe and Secure
You can switch between Android and Windows or remove the
Android entirely. Keep your setup safe from curious by enabling Kiosk
mode and limiting access to Windows desktop.
Collaboration Board keeps what you do on a meeting room screen
private and secure. One tap clears your footprint, closing apps and
clearing any browsing history.

Get meetings started rapidly
Register Now

3910 8133

www.fujitsu.com/fip

Collaboration Board’s smart room calendar picks up video calls and
meetings to save precious time. It supports most popular UC apps
like Zoom, MS Teams, Google Meet, WebEx, GoToMeeting and Lifesize.

Fujitsu Interactive Panel is
designed to maximize
flexibility in meeting through
open sharing. It allows for
seamless team collaboration,
ideas exchange and
information sharing then
turning your work from
abstract to real.

Work with
Confidence Anywhere
LIFEBOOK U9311X

Work with confidence anywhere

Multi-Panel Multi-Device
Synchronisation
Combining two Panels together, users can
seamlessly double the working space and
develop borderless ideas in the same room
or even in a di� ferent room via the network.

Interactive Experience
Supports up to 20-point touch and
pen-on-paper writing experience, enabling
team members to annotate or draw on the
screen with their fingers or pen styluses
simultaneously.

Pen Tip Detection Technology
Automatically detect pen diameter and
write simultaneously with di� ferent colours
and thickness, making team collaboration
e� fortless.

Simple and Smart Wireless
Presentation
Project your content wirelessly from any
device to your meeting room display.
Collaborate in real time with touchback,
without moving back and forth during the
presentation.

Weighing in at just over 1 kg and only 16.9 mm
thin, the FUJITSU Tablet LIFEBOOK U9311X is
a 360° foldable, 2-in-1 providing ultimate
flexibility. The durable magnesium housing in
stylish black or red packs the latest 11th gen
Intel® Core™ i7 processor for high power
along with best-in-class connectivity.

360° Foldable
The attractive, ultra-slim casing in red or
black can be easily folded through 360° to
enable an uncompromising viewing
experience.

LAPTOP MODE

TABLET MODE

READING MODE

MOVIE MODE

Multiple input with Wacom Technology
One quick flip and tablet display allows both
touch and pen pressure input with WACOM
AES Technology™.

Maximum Protection with
Industry-leading Technology
Embedding with PalmSecure™ or Fingerprint
sensor always protect your sensitive data
from unauthorized access.

One-to-Many Screen Sharing

Excellent Connectivity

No limits to presenting at a town hall. Every
audience member will be able to see the
display in real time on their own devices.

Provide full set of interfaces with full-sized
HDMI, LAN connectors, USB and
Thunderbolt™ 4.

